
CASH FLOW VS BUSINESS PLAN

The cash flow statement is one of the three main financial statements (along with income statement and balance sheet),
the cash flow statement shows actual cash inflows and outflows of the business over a specified period of time.
business and entrepreneurship topics, to help you plan, fund, and grow your business.

One way, Berry says, is to break the figures into components, by sales channel or target market segment, and
provide realistic estimates for sales and revenue. The cost of inventory that shows up in the projected profit
and loss is related to the timing of sales. If you are operating an existing business, you should have historical
documents, such as profit and loss statements and balance sheets from years past to base these forecasts on. A
company needs to adjust to change by keeping its plan live. Part of this is a ratio analysis. It shows your
revenues, expenses, and profit for a particular period - a snapshot of your business that shows whether or not
your business is profitable. Estimating the impact of inventory Inventory also affects cash flow. The balance
sheet if the last financial statement that needs to be included in your business plan. Example of a business plan
Example of a cashflow As well as your business plan, a set of financial statements detailing you cashflow is
essential. One of the key views in LivePlan is the cash flow assumptions view, as shown below, which
highlights key cash flow assumptions in an interactive view that you can use to test the results of key
assumptions: You can see in this illustration how those assumptions match the discussion above, about key
factors in cash flow. It does mathematically and financially correct calculations in the background, so that
your essential business projections are as accurate as your assumptions. Increase the days you wait to get paid,
and you decrease your cash balance. Simple Calculations As you can see in the illustration, row 7 sums the
money coming in, row 15 sums the money going out, row 16 shows the cash flow for the month, and row 17
shows the projected cash balance. Sometimes a bank might have a section like this on a loan application.
Realize that the financial section is not the same as accounting. It is a good idea to think about investing in
some accounting software to help you manage your cashflow. Download the Income Statement Template Not
all of the categories in this income statement will apply to your business. There are three parts to the cash flow
projection. And then use those comparisons to revise projections in the future. For example, what you see in
the cash-flow plan might mean going back to change estimates for sales and expenses. You never guess right.
Estimating the impact of payables Most businesses wait a month or so before they pay invoices for goods and
services received from other businesses. Actual Profit and Loss, shows the variance in expenses. It reconciles
the profit and loss with the balance sheet. A good cash flow analysis might be the most important single piece
of a business plan. All those posts are consolidated at blog. Enter your estimated sales figures for each month.
And you most likely won't present it in the final document in the same sequence you compile the figures and
documents. That analysis is shown below: In this case, it is assumed that the store will pay its bills about a
month after it receives them. The LivePlan method LivePlan calculates your cash flow using your inputs for
sales, costs, expenses, financing, inventory, sales on credit, and payments. You should include cash flow
projections for each month over one year in the financial section of your business plan. All of the various
calculations you need to assemble the financial section of a business plan are a good reason to look for
business planning software, so you can have this on your computer and make sure you get this right. This is a
very simple example. This is a portion of the table.


